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Abstract 
 
Anna-Lova Olsson (2015). Striving towards unselfing. An educational study 
of Iris Murdoch’s idea of formation. Örebro Studies in Education 50  
 
This dissertation is a study in philosophy of education and focuses on the 
moral dimensions of an individual’s formation, and on how reading fic-
tional literature can contribute to the process of formation. The point of 
departure is the notion that education contains – or should contain – moral 
dimensions and thus contributes to the formation of individual life and a 
life shared with others. The study revolves around the philosophical works 
of Iris Murdoch (1919-1999) and what she calls “moral transformation” - 
a task and a striving towards realism and unselfishness. The study is con-
cluded by a discussion of how Murdoch’s thinking contributes to the un-
derstanding of formation within philosophy of education.  

It is argued that Murdoch’s ideas about moral transformation can be 
summarised in four theses and that these show that transformation is a pro-
cess of profound individual change. The theses are in short: 1) imagination 
supports moral transformation by allowing the individual to understand the 
world in a more realistic way, 2) attention supports transformation by di-
recting the individual towards the good, 3) unselfing is a moral state of con-
sciousness and a transformative process that leads towards unselfishness. 
The ego is subdued and the individual opens up to the influence of his or 
her surroundings, 4) reading fictional literature supports the moral trans-
formation of the individual if the text has a quality of imagination.    

The study shows that Murdoch’s work can make an important contribu-
tion to the understanding of formation within the philosophy of education: 
With the idea of moral transformation as a point of departure the study 
develops questions of the individual’s formation by highlighting individual-
ity and imagination. Moral transformation means gaining a deeper presence 
in one’s relationships, and it is a continuous process of discovering the world 
that the individual needs to endeavour to maintain. It is a striving towards 
unselfing. 
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